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ABSTRACT

Historians have few sources for the early history of Normandy. This study
consults several saints' livesfromthe period before and after the Viking invasions, and
for purposes of comparison it also addresses two historiographical works. The result
contributes to the debate over the degree of continuity of Prankish society as the region
that became Normandy wentfromCarolingian to Viking control.
The main approach is to analyze the connection among works written at different
times in order to illustrate changes over the period of the Viking invasions. The study
concludes with a review of the evidence, its significance for the continuity question, and
suggestions for further study of the problem.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

In the late eighth century, the Scandinavian people began a remarkable campaign
of raids and conquests directed against the British Isles and the European continent. Their
activities concentrated on areas accessiblefromthe sea, and their attacks varied in
intensity and in the amount of resistance they faced.
Viking activity contributed, among other things, to the downfall of the
Carolingian Empire. Already weakened by disputes over succession, including a division
into three parts in 843, the Empire often responded ineffectively to Viking invasions. As
a result, the duchies grew in power while the authority of the kings diminished. One of
the most important Viking conquests was Normandy. Vikings entered and began to settle
Normandy in the mid-ninth century. In an effort to prevent further raids on Paris, the
French king ceded the area around Rouen to the Viking chieftain Rollo in about the year
911. Normandy developed into a powerful duchy ruled by the descendants of Vikings. By
the end of the eleventh century it numbered among its conquests England and several
Mediterranean lands, including Sicily, southern Italy, and Syria. ^
The uniqueness of Normandy as a military power and as a duchy founded by
Vikings has interested scholars in its original development. It is clear that the region
which became Normandy started as part of Prankish society and then was taken over by
Scandinavians. However, historians disagree over the exact nature of this transition. Did

' For Norman conquests, see David Douglas, The Norman Achievement. 1050-1100 (Berkeley:
University of California Press, 1969).
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the Vikings devastate the indigenous culture, leaving only a faint memory of Prankish
society in Normandy or did they largely assimilate with "minimal disruption" to
Carolingian ways?

Historv of the Problem
The medieval view of Viking activity in Normandy originated with authors such
as Dudo of Saint-Quentin. His book on the history of Normandy, completed in the early
eleventh century, vividly describes the devastation which the Vikings inflicted on
Francia. According to Dudo there was so much killing that, well before the time of Rollo,
Francia was "almost emptied of people." The message Rollo sent to the French king
indicated that Normandy was desolate: "Rollo cannot make peace with you, because the
land you wish to give him is untilled by the plough, altogether bereft of sheep-flocks and
herds of cattle, and void of human occupation. Therein is not to be found the means to
support life, unless by robbery and raidmg."
This tradition was carried on by subsequent historians of Normandy, including
William of Jumieges and Orderic Vitalis. The twelfth-century historian Orderic Vitalis
described the Viking invasions in general as a time when "the defenceless populace was
slaughtered, monks and clerks were scattered, and the bodies of the saints were either left
unvenerated in their tombs amongst the rums or carried by faithfiil worshippers to remote

^ Eric Christiansen, trans., Dudo of St Ouentin: Historv of the Normans (Woodbridge: The
BoydellPress, 1998), 17,48.

places."
The question of Viking destruction is compounded by the problem of the
continuity of institutions. Scholars have differed over the degree of continuity of
Carolingian institutions as the region which became Normandy passedfromCarolingian
to Viking control. Most recent historians have favored the continuity model—^the view
that Carolingian institutions continued to dominate throughout the transition."* The main
exception was Eleanor Searle, who in Predatorv Kinship and the Creation of Norman
Power, 840-1066 (1988) recognizes the dominance of the continuity model, and then
proposes instead that Normandy was buih on Scandmavian mstitutions.^ Searle's model
focuses on the aggressive accumulation of political might through the Germanic kinship
system.
When one looks into the issue of continuity, however, it becomes evident that the
problem is considerably more complex than the term "continuity of institutions" would
imply. Cassandra Potts observes that excessive attention to the continuity debate "leads
us to overlook the fact that discontinuity at the upper levels of society did not mean
discontinuity at the lower levels." Thus Potts does not contradict herself when she says
both that the continuity model has dominated in recent scholarship, and that most recent

^ Orderic Vitalis, The Ecclesiastical Historv of Orderic Vitalis. ed. and trans. Maijorie Chibnall (6
vols., Oxford, 1969-80), v.2, pp.6-7.
^ Lucien Musset, "Monachisme d'epoquefranqueet monachisme d'epoque ducale en Normandie:
Le probldme de la continuite," in Aspects du monachisme en Normandie (IVe-XVlIIe siecles^ (Paris,
1982), 55-74; "Les Abbayes normandes au moyen-age: Position de Quelques problemes," in Les abbaves
de normandie (Rouen: Society d'emulationde la Seine-Maritime, 1979); Jean Yver, "Les Premieres
institutions du duch^ de Normandie," in I Normanni e la loro esoansione in Europa neU'alto medioevo
(Spoleto, 1969): 299-366; David Bates, Normandv Before 1066 (London: Longman, 1982).
^ Predatorv Kinship (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1988), 3.
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historians have acknowledged that Vikings destroyed ahnost all of the monastic
institutions m Normandy by thefirstthird of the tenth century.^
Potts' own view is a moderate one. Although she acknowledges that there is
plenty of evidence for Viking destruction in Normandy, she believes that this evidence is
moderated by a number of factors. It is not completely wrong, says Potts, to argue that
hagiographers of the eleventh and twelfth centuries misled their audiences to believe that
the Vikings stole relics in order to hide the truth—^that they were stolen by other Franks.^
Moreover, some of the claims for destruction are argumentsfromsilence based on the
disappearance of communitiesfromninth- and tenth-century records; it is difficuh to see
how the thorough restoration of some of the monasteries could have followed their total
destruction; and evidence for destruction comes mostlyfromthe highest orders of the
church—a 'noisy minority'—^which had the most to losefromViking attacks.*
Leah Shopkow, another recent author who upholds the view of the destruction of
monastic institutions, nevertheless believes there is evidence of considerable continuity,
even on the material level:
[Monasteries] recovered some of their earlier holdings; to do so after a halfcentury of dereliction, as Jumieges did, strongly suggests that the traditions and
records of the earlier monasteries were preserved. Many of the important saints of
the Norman monasteries were the Merovingian founders.^

^ Monastic Revival and Regional Identity in Early Normandv (Rochester: The Boydell Press,
1997), 4; "When the Saints Go Marching: Religious Connections and the Political Culture of Early
Normandy," in Anglo-Norman Political Culture and the Twelfth-Century Renaissance: Proceedings of the
Borchard Conference on Anglo-Norman History. 1995, ed. C. Wanen HoUister (Woodbridge: The Boydell
Press, 1997), 21 (pp. 19-21 contain an excellent discussion of the historiography of Viking destruction).
"^ Potts, Monastic Revival, 15,18-19.
* Potts, "When the Saints Go Marching," 21-22.

Of the recent scholars of Normandy, the most extreme advocate of the continuity
model has been Felice Lifshitz. The Viking invasions may have seemed disruptive at the
tune, she says, but in reality they were not. Lifshitz addresses the issue in a remarkable
book titled The Norman Conquest of Pious Neustria: Historiographic Discourse and
Saintly Relics. 684-1090 (1995): "Every indicator of concrete 'reality' evidences relative
contmuity and minimal disruption,fromCarolingian Neustria to Viking Normandy."'^
She argues that historical crises caused Norman historiographical shifts, and that there
were plenty of crises during the transfer of powerfromthe Carolingians to the Vikings.
She maintains, however, that these crises were psychological rather than physical. If
some Norman hagiographers portrayed pre-Vikmg times as pagan, it was to make their
ovm times seem more pious by comparison. However,frombuildmgs to historical
records, she often assumes that at the level of material reality there was continuity."
The basis for Lifshitz' position is sometimes difficult to establish. Several tunes
she emphasizes continuity at the material level, especially concerning the survival of
historical records. For example, speaking of hagiographical works on saints Aichardus
and Hugo, Lifshitz says,

^ History and Community: Norman Historical Writing in the Eleventh and Twelfth Centuries
(Washington, D.C.: The Catholic University of America Press, 1997), 11; See "The Carolingian World of
Dudo of Saint-Quentin," Journal of Medieval History 15 (1989): 29, for Shopkow's view on Viking
destruction.
'° The Norman Conquest of Pious Neustria (Toronto: Pontifical Institute of Mediaeval Studies,
1995), 12.
" Lifshitz, Norman Conquest. 12,27-31,113,128,135,179,216-7. See also "Dudo's Historical
Narrative and the Norman Succession of 996," Journal of Medieval Historv 20 (1994): 119; "The
Migration of Neustrian Relics in the Viking Age: The Myth of Voluntary Exodus, the Reality of Coercion
and Theft," Early Medieval Europe 4 (1995): 175-8.

[t]he fictionality of the narratives is traditionally ascribed to massive losses
caused by the Viking invasions. Yet there is no evidence of losses; everything
which seems to have been produced before the arrival of the Vikings, namely the
biographies of Filibertus and Austreberta and the abbatial list of Jumieges, were
available to be used by this ninth-century author.
She also refers to the use of records by Fulbertus, the scribe who wrote the Life of
Romanus: "In the tenth century at Jumieges, the monk Fulbertus would cull the monastic
library for motifs which were both plausible and useful in his own context, and would
end up harvesting the entirety of plausible demonic models." Again, Lifshitz says, "[t]he
historian who fu^t shaped Romanus...responded (as we have seen) not only to that
political moment, but also to the contemporary oral traditions and the sources available to
him in local libraries."^^
These statements contradict what Lifshitz says in her dissertation concerning the
Life of Romanus:
[N]ot only did Fulbert not borrow directlyfromany written source, he did not use
written sources at all. Yet, is not the total lack of sources extremely
significant?.. .we can only conclude that he wrote at a time when the libraries,
archives and treasuries of the Norman, or at least the rouennais, churches and
monasteries, were empty. At least in this regard, there seems to be no reason to
emend the older "catastrophic" view of the Norman invasions; the reigns of Rollo
and William remain, unrevised, literary wastelands. We can point to ahnost
nothing that was preserved and still less that was written during that half
century. ^^
It seems there is a need to clarify what the sources indicate concerning continuity
between Prankish and Viking times. Considering Potts' and Lifshitz' comments, the
relationship between intellectual and physical continuity also needs to be addressed.

'^ Lifshitz, Nonnan Conquest 128,135,179.
" Lifshitz, "The Dossier of Romanus of Rouen: The Political uses of Hagiographical Texts'^
(Ph.D. diss., Columbia University, 1988), 153-4.

Sources and Methods
Historical sourcesfromearly Normandy do not allow for easy study of the
problem of continuity. After the Viking invasions of the mid-ninth century, the first
history of the region is that of Dudo of Saint-()uentin. Written between about 996 and
1015, Dudo's work is generally considered highly inaccurate. Moreover, virtually no
ducal charters survivefromearly Normandy.'* This historiographical gap in itself implies
discontinuity, but the silence is partially broken by several hagiographical works.
The difficulty with these hagiographical sources is that, because they focus on the
lives of pre-Viking saints, they say almost nothing directly about Vikmg activity. The
main exception is the tenth-century Life of Romanus m which a demon tells the saint that
a foreign nation will invadefromoverseas and send the saint's people into exile. This
'prediction' obviously refers to the Viking invasions which occurred long after Romanus
lived but before the his Life was written.
Saints' lives can nevertheless be used indu-ectly for evidence of destruction. With
the German Institute in Paris' huge project on the "Sources Hagiographiques de la
Gaule," it will be possible to consuh an exhaustive survey of the hagiographical material
from Normandy written before the year 1000. Viking-era saints' lives may be compared
with pre-Viking lives for the purpose of examinmg any historiographical shift.
The present study aims to compare not only saints' livesfrombefore and after
the Viking mvasions, but also the two historiographical works which are closest

"* Marie Fauroux, Recueil des Actes des Dues de Normandie de 911 i 1066 (Caen: Caron, 1961),
19, says it is doubtfiil that any ducal charters survive from before the year 960.

chronologically to the invasions. The reason for including historiographical works is that
one of these histories is closely related to some of the relevant saints' lives. Also, it is
advisable to examme the historiographical shift in more than just hagiographical writing
m order to develop a broader view of the Viking effect on Norman literature.
Therefore, this study begins with a discussion of two Norman historiographical
works, onefrombefore the Viking invasions and onefromafterward: the Gesta Abbatum
Fontanellensium ('Deeds of the Abbots of Fontenelle'), written in the early ninth century,
and Dudo of Saint-C^ientin's De Moribus et Actis Primorum Normanniae Ducum ('On
the Customs and Acts of the First Dukes of Normandy'), or Historv of the Normans, from
the early eleventh century. It then turns to hagiographical works. The saints' lives
examinedfromthe pre-Viking period are the first and second lives of St. Wandregisilus,
which are discussed in connection with the Gesta Abbatum. The Viking-era lives include
that of St. Hugo, bishop of Rouen, the two lives of St. Aichardus, and the life of St.
Romanus of Rouen.

Historv and Hagiography
Scholars disagree over the relationship between history and hagiography.
Whereas some medievalists oppose the use of the term 'hagiography' to designate a
separate genre, seemg it as a modem construction wrongly forced on medieval writing,
most view it as a usefiil way to distmguish between different types of texts. The
difference between historical texts and hagiographical texts does not consist in any one
thing. Sometunes both types were written by the same author. Both types of literature

tended to vary m quality as they reacted to the same historical forces, and they both
sometimes used the same sources.'^
The principal difference between medieval histories and saints' lives seems to lie
in the purpose for which they were written, and especially their use. Hagiographical
works were written in order to glorify the cult of a saint, to benefit the ecclesiastical
institution that fostered the cult, and to increase the value of the saint's relics. According
to Shopkow, there was institutional pressure to read saints' lives. In monasteries, saints'
lives were used to focus monks' devotion to the saints and to their own sacred vocation.
They were also read in the liturgy and sometimes in other public places, thereby reaching
a much wider audience than the monastic community alone.
By contrast, says Shopkow, it was rare for medieval histories to receive public
readings, especially those written in Latin. They were seldom read in monasteries
because they were not spuitually edifymg, but they were even less read in cathedral
schools since history was not its own subject in the medieval curriculum. In fact, the
historians themselves lamented this lack of interest in their work.*^
Ultunately, the formal purpose of hagiography was to benefit mdividual Christian
readers or hearers. Historiography was written for many different reasons—^the
advancement of the author, the advancement of knowledge, power, official records,
moral instruction—^but its mfluence and readership were often lunited to other historians.

'^ Shopkow, History and Community. 277-80.
'* Shopkow, historv and Community. 255-8, 279; It should be noted that Shopkow holds a rather
extreme view among scholars on the audience for Latin history.

Carolingians and Vikings
It is important to emphasize that the transitionfromPrankish to Viking control
was also the conquest of a literate society by a very foreign, illiterate one. The
Carolmgians were so successful in promoting their classical/Christian heritage and
preparing the foundations for future scholarship that their entu-e period is routinely called
a 'Renaissance.' The evidence for librariesfromthe Merovingian period is sparse, but by
Carolingian tunes there are many records of book production. Among the achievements
of Carolingian scholars was, for example, the creation of a canon of'school texts.'
Evidence for this comesfrombook listsfrommonasteries founded in the seventh and
eighth centuries. Thefimdamentalworks which made up the library of a newly founded
monastery were books of the Bible, Gregory the Great's homilies on them, and saints'
lives.^^
One example characteristic of the Carolingian 'Renaissance' is the monastery of
Saint-Wandrille. Founded in the mid-seventh century in the region that became
Normandy, its library may have received a few books near the end of the century from
one of its early abbots. About a century later, during the Carolingian period, an abbot
gave some more books to the monastery and the mstitution developed a scriptorium so it
could write its own works. Therefore, most of its mtellectual development came during
the Carolingian period. As Rosamond McKitterick states, "St Wandrille is a key witness

'^ Rosamond McKitterick, The Carolingians and the Written Word (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1989), 165-7,170.
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to the unpetus provided by the Carolingians towards the provision and production of
books."'*
The Vikings, on the other hand, brought with them a comparatively illiterate
culture. Obviously, at the time they entered Normandy in the mid-ninth century, their
language was completely different from Latin. The only early inscriptions which survive
from Scandinavian lands are written in the runic alphabet, which contains only sixteen
characters. Authentic Scandinavian literature began with Christian influences. The oldest
work to survive is the Islendingabok ('Book of the Icelanders'), written between 1125
and 1132.'^

Significance
By examining the Viking effect on Norman literature, it is possible to make
observations on Viking disruption at multiple societal levels. At the upper levels of
Carolingian society, especially in ecclesiastical institurions, there was great emphasis on
intellectual achievement. This emphasis was reflected in the production of scholarly
literature, the authors of which used sources whenever possible to enhance the
authenticity of their works. From Carolingian times to today, scholarly writing has
depended on two main factors: intelligent authors and access to sources. If the authors
were writing more than a generation after the events narrated, then they had to rely on

'* McKitterick, Carolingians and the Written Word. 173-4; Lifshitz, on the other hand, usually
sees the Merovingians as more Uterate than Carolingian sources indicate. See Norman Conquest, passim.
" P. H. Sawyer, Kings and Vikings: Scandinavia and Europe. AD 700-1100 (London: Meuthen &
Co. Ltd, 1982), 10,29-30.
11

either oral tradition or written sources, such as the books contained in monastic libraries.
These books and libraries were conscientiously multiplied in the Carolingian world.
The Viking invasions of the mid-ninth century affected Frankish society at both
the intellectual and physical levels. If the effect was highly disruptive at the intellecmal
level alone, then the Normans would not have produced any scholarly literature for a

H

considerable time after the invasions, or else what literature they had produced would
have been of very low literary quality. It has aheady been pointed out, however, that they
produced several saints' lives and one history by the early eleventh century, all of which
are considerable literary achievements. If, on the other hand, the Vikings were highly
disruptive at the physical level alone, then Norman literary works would exhibit scholarly
style but a paucity of sources, particularly sourcesfromNormandy itself
The two levels of society noted above, the physical and the intellectual, are never
totally separate. Intellectual achievement depends on physical resources and on
mteraction among scholars, whether they are contemporaries orfromdifferent time

|

periods. Disruption at either level of society is likely to have a measurable effect on
scholarly literature. By examining the effect of the Viking invasions on scholarly
literature, this study is able to address disruption in Normandy on multiple levels. The
result will contribute to historians' debate on the degree of contmuity at both the
mtellectual and physical levels.

s
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CHAPTER II
NORMAN HISTORIOGRAPHY

The two works of Norman historiography discussed in this chapter are separated
by over one hundred and fifty years. The gap in historical writing began during the most
intense Viking mvasions in the mid-ninth century and continued until about the year
1000. Besides hagiographical writings, few Norman records of any kind survive for this
period. It is even doubtful that ducal charters survivefrombefore the year 960.
Historians have long seen the period in Western Europe between approximately
the years 850 and 1000 as characterized by discontinuity due to Saracen, Magyar and
Scandinavian invasions.^ The purpose of this chapter is to show that, between the end of
the writing of the Gesta Abbatum Fontanellensium and the begmning of Dudo's work on
Historv of the Normans, the Vikings in Normandy not only destroyed existing historical
records, but also disrupted the tradition of keeping historical records.

Historv of the Monastery of Saint-Wandrille
The Gesta Abbatum Fontanellensium ('Deeds of the Abbots of Fontenelle') was
written by a monk of the monastery of Saint-Wandrille, probably between the beginning
of the ninth century and about 840.^ This work of serial biography describes thirteen

' Patrick J. Geary, Phantoms of Remembrance: Memory and Oblivion at the End of the First
Millennium (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1994), 9.
^ John Howe, "Sources hagiographiques de la Gaule (SHG): The Hagiography of Saint-Wandrille
(Fontenelle)(Province of Haute-Normandie)," to appear in L'hagiographie du haut moven age en Gaule du
Nord: Manuscrits et textes. ed. by Martin Heinzehnann, Beihefte der Francia, Sigmaringen: Jan Thorbecke
Veriag, 1999.
13

abbots of the monastery beginning with St. Wandregisilus (c.600-c.668), die monastery's
founder.
Someone, probably a monk of the monastery, had aheady written on Wandregisilus over one hundred years earlier. This fu-st Life of Wandregisilus describes the saint's
noble origms, his decision to leave the court of king Dagobert in order to pursue the
religious life, his trip over the Alps to the monastery of Bobbio in Italy, his ordination by
archbishop Audoenus of Rouen, and his foundmg of the monastery of Fontenelle (later
re-named Samt-Wandrille) on the lower Seme River. The author was writing near the end
of the seventh century, no more than a generation after the saint's death, and he claimed
to have been an eyewitness to the events he recounted.^
Most of chapter one of the Gesta Abbatum summarizes this fu^t Life of
Wandregisilus. though it leaves out materialfromthe samt's early life and includes more
on the foundation of the monastery. Other chapters of the Gesta Abbatum describe
subsequent abbots of the house, such as chapter four on St. Hugo (d. c.732/4). According
to this chapter, Hugo was a grandson of king Pepin of Heristal. He became bishop of
Rouen, Paris, and Bayeux, as well as abbot of the monasteries of Saint-Wandrille and
Jumieges. The Gesta Abbatum also speaks of the construction of library and archive
buildings for the monastery's books.
Historians recognize this commemoration of abbots as an accurate record. Called
the oldest Western history of a monastery, the Gesta Abbatum nicely represents the

^ Vita Prima Wandregisili. passim.
^ Gesta Abbatum Fontanellensium, 13.4-5.
14

Carolingian intellectual tradition and its emphasis on the use of written sources.^ In
addition to the first Life of Wandregisilus. sources for the Gesta Abbatum include other
saints' lives such as those of St. Columbanus, St. Audoenus, and St. Eloi of Noyon,
Alcuin's Vita Richarii. Einhard's Vita Karoli. Bede's Ecclesiastical Historv of the
English People, chronicles such as the Chronicles of Fredegar. the Annales Mettenses
priores. the Annales Petaviani and the Annales Einhardi. numerous charters, archives,
and oral tradition.^
One could cite many examples: The Gesta Abbatum retells the storyfromthe fu-st
Life of Wandregisilus that the saint traveled to the monastery of Bobbio, and in the
process it refers to Jonas' Life of Columbanus to explain that St. Columbanus founded
Bobbio after he was expelledfromGaul by king Theoderic.^ In the chapter on Hugo, the
Gesta Abbatum praises the saint's good upbringing through a lengthy quotefromthe
Annales Mettenses Priores ('The Earlier Annals of Metz'), and it then cites archives
{'scrinia')fromthe cities of Rouen, Paris and Bayeux in which were found records of the
g

contribution which Hugo's grandmother made to the building of churches.
The Gesta Abbatum refers to five royal donations, seven donationsfromPippinid
rulers, and twenty-eight donationsfromvarious individuals or abbots. It also refers to one
exchange, two confirmations from Dagobert II, three privileges of immunity from
^ Wilhehn Levison, Id., Zu den Gesta abbatum Fontanellensium. in Revue Benedictine 46 (1934),
241-264 (reprinted in: Id., Aus rheinischer undfrankischerfriihzeit[DOsseldorf, 1948], 530-550).
^ See Femand Lohier and Jean Laporte, Gesta Sanctorum patrum Fontaneliensis Coenobii (Gesta
Abbatum Fontanellensium). (Rouen/Paris: Societe de I'histoire de Normandie, 1936), xxxiii-xxxv, for a
good summary of the sources.
^ Vita Prima Wandregisili. 9; Gesta Abbatum, 1.3; Vita Columbani, 29.
* Gesta Abbatum. 4.1; Annales Mettenses. a. 693.
15

Charles Martel, Pepin the Short and Charlemagne, one testament, and various documents
of interior administration includmg the Constitution of Ansegisus. As one scholar has
said, its extensive use of charters "has transformed the Gesta into something closer to
history than hagiography."^ In the opinion of Laporte, these references illustrate the
author's desire for accuracy: "La precision avec laquelle est indique le temps exact, en
jours, mois et annees, de certam abbes (Hugues, Widolaic, Gervold, Ansegise) donne a
penser que I'auteur a eu en main quelque document officiel donnant la date de leur
nomination."^^
The Gesta Abbatum is an outstanding example of Carolingian scholarship. The
Liber Pontificalis ('Book of Pontiffs') provided the model for its structure and even some
direct quotations. For example, the Liber Pontificalis gave the Gesta Abbatum its
division into different abbatial reigns, the introductory information on each abbot's
lineage, and the material on each abbot's architectural and administrative accomplishments.^^ Other important models for the Gesta Abbatum are Bede's Ecclesiastical Historv
of the English People and his Lives of the Abbots of Wearmouth and Jarrow. Well before
the Carolingian age, Bede (c.675-735) had led a renewal of scholarship with his
Ecclesiastical Historv, which m five books covers the periodfromwhen the AngloSaxons entered England to the year 731. He was careful not to claim the work of others

' Ian Wood, "Saint-Wandrille and its Hagiography," in Church and Chronicle in the Middle Ages:
Fssavs Presented to John Taylor, ed. Ian Wood and G. A. Loud (London: The Hambledon Press, 1991), 9.
'° Lohier and Laporte, Gesta Sanctorum, xxxv.
'' Lohier and Laporte, Gesta Sanctorum, xxxiii.
16

as his own, and he asked his copyists to include his marginal notes about the sources
from which he had borrowed. His preface tells of his efforts to obtain accurate
information through the help of his associates. For thefirstpart of the Ecclesiastical
History, Bede used the works of earlier writers such as Orosius, Prosper of Aquitaine,
and various saints' lives. He even acknowledged his sources, both generally and in
specific references. ^^ Yet another model is Paul the Deacon's Historv of the Lombards,
which m six books traces Lombard history up to the year 744. Among his sources were
Pliny, Gregory of Tours, Isidore, and Bede. Paul also wrote a Historv of the Bishops of
Metz.'^
The Gesta Abbatum contains much evidence of the investment that its abbots
made toward scholarship. It includes several long book lists, one of which names thirt>one volumes.'"* The Gesta Abbatum differs greatlyfromthe next work of Norman
historiography discussed in this study, especially concerning the use of written sources
relevant to the subject matter.

Dudo's Historv
The Gesta Abbatum is the last known historiographical workfromthe monastery
of Saint-Wandrille for more than two centuries. Narrative history did not reappear in

'^ Charles Plummer, Venerabilis Baedae Opera Historica (London: Oxford Universit} Press, 1896;
1975 ed.), xxiii; M. L. W. Laistner, Thought and Letters in Western Europe: A.D. 500 to 900 (Ithaca, N.Y.:
Cornell University Press, 1931; Cornell Paperbacks, 1966), 164-5; Lohier and L^x)rte, Gesta Sanctorum.
xxxiv.
•^ Laistner, Thought and Letters. 269-271,276.
'* Lohier and Laporte, Gesta Sanctorum. 66-8, 88-90, 103-4,108-110.
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Normandy until about 150 years later when Dudo of Saint-()uentin began to write his De
Moribus et Actis Primorum Normanniae Ducum C(3n the Customs and Acts of the First
Dukes of Normandy'), also knovm as Historv of the Normans.
The author may have been bom in the 960s, and was a canon of the monaster, of
Saint-C^uentm in the Vermandois. Written between about 996 and 1015, his Historv of
the Normans is longer than the Gesta Abbatum and it covers early Norman history in
general rather than the history of a monastery. It is the oldest account of secular rulers in
the form of a gesta.
Dudo's history, a serial biography hke the Gesta Abbatum. recounts the exploits
of four Norman rulers: the Viking warrior Hasting, Normandy's first 'duke' Rollo,
Rollo's son William Longsword, and William's son Richard. It portrays the last three of
these men ahnost as if they were saints fiilfillmg God's will and fighting God's
enemies.^^ Therefore Dudo's work is not totally unlike the Gesta Abbatum. which
describes a succession of godly abbots. Also like the Gesta Abbatum. Dudo's Historv of
the Normans follows the model of Bede's Ecclesiastical Historv in which pagans conquer
a Christian land and are themselves converted to the faith. ^^ Despite all this, its objective
historical method is completely differentfromthat of the Gesta Abbatum.
Dudo's Historv has long been famous for its inaccuracy. The original attack came
from Henri Prentout in his book. Etude critique sur Dudon de Saint-Quentm (1916^:

'^ See Eric Christiansen, Dudo of St Ouentin: Historv of the Normans (Woodbridge: The Boydell
Press, 1998), xix-xx, and Leah Shopkow, "The Carolingian Worid of Dudo of Saint-Quentin," Journal of
Medieval History 15 (1989): 20, on the hagiographical nature of History of the Normans.
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Shopkow, "Carolingian Worid," 29.
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Chargee de legendes et de fictions poetiques, pleine de developpements
verbeux d'un rheteur du temps, oeuvre composee par biographies, apologie sans
mesure, I'histoire de Dudon n'est, en outre qu'un ecrit politique redige a une
certaine date pour une certaine cause, bien paye et pourtant en soi sa marque pour
qui veut I'y decouvrir, plein d'erreurs du fait d'un ecrivain non normand d'origine
et qui juge le passe de la Normandie a la lumiere du present.^'
More recently, David Bates calls Dudo's work 'thoroughly untrustworthv" and "a
bombastic and rhetorical text." Leah Shopkow says, somewhat mildly, "little that Dudo
reports would satisfy a modem historian's criteria for factualism." Eric Christiansen
elaborates:
Where the falsification cannot be proved, because there are no other sources,
the style and method mvite disbelief Anachronism, mistaken identity, and
misinformation are woven into the narrative, quite apart from political
partisanship, rhetorical exaggeration, and hearty plagiarism.**
Dudo's account is non-factual and indicates no knowledge of any written sources
for the story which he narrates. For example, according to Dudo, after the Vikings had
devastated Francia, the warrior Hasting sailed with his cohort to Italy and sacked the city
of Luna, mistaking it for Rome. This story is patently false—it was the Moors who raided
Luna several times, not the Vikings. Dudo portrays Rollo as a great Viking warrior well
before his treaty with the French king, invading England and the continent several times
and even making peace with the English king Athelstan. In reality, no source so much as
mentions him until his defeat at Chartres about 911.^' Dudo often borrowed from non-

Henri Prentout, Etude Critique de Dudon de Saint-Chientin et Son Histoire des premiers Dues
Normands (Paris: Picard, 1916). 23.
'* David Bates, Normandv Before 1066 (New Yoric: Longman Inc., 1982). xii; Leah Shopkow,
Historv and Community: Norman Historical Writing in the Eleventh and Twelfth Centuries (Washington,
D.C.: The CathoUc University of America Press, 1997), 118; Christiansen. History of the Normans, xv.
" Christiansen, History of the Normans, xiv-xv, 184.
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related histories in order to fill the gaps in his story, as when he asserted that Rollo
married king Charles the Simple's daughter Gisla. There is no evidence for such a
claim—^the story comesfromthe Annalsof St Vaast in which the daughter of king
Lothafr II married the Norseman Godefiid.^^
Such inaccuracy was certainly not due to a lack of education. Both Dudo and
much of his audience were highly trained in the Carolingian intellectual tradition.^'
Shopkow argues that Dudo was educated at Liege, a center of Carolmgian thought where
he would have been exposed to standard historical works. In fact, he patterned his own
work to express a Carolmgian point of view, and the primary model for his type of
historical approach is Bede's Ecclesiastical Historv of the English People, which uses
sources extensively.^^
Dudo even asks his audience to critique his work. He says to bishop Adalbero of
Laon,
[Richard II and count Rolf] both solemnly conjure that the enterprise I promised
him to undertake should not deviate into the vice of ambiguity, nor appear to be
blemished by the least stain of falsehood,.... I have completed a work which.. .1
have determined to send to your greatness that its untruths may be removed, and
whatever truth it contains may be corroborated by your authority,...}^
When Dudo dedicated his work to bishop Adalbero, he was well aware of the bishop's
high scholarly status. He went on for pages at the beginnmg of Historv of the Normans
about Adalbero's accomplishments.
20

Christiansen, Historv of the Normans. 195; Shopkow, History and Community. 127.

^' Christiansen, History of the Normans, xix-xx; Felice Lifshitz, "Dudo's Historical Narrative and
the Norman Succession of 996," Journal of Medieval History 20 (1994): 106-7.
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Shopkow, "Carolingian Worid," 25-29.
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The Historiographical Shift
Historians have attempted to explain why the objective historical value of Dudo's
Historv of the Normans is so low compared to what went before. There are two distinct
possibilities: either Dudo for some reason did not want to use written sources for his
account, or the sources themselves were missing or non-existent. According to the
evidence, the second of these two seems more likely.
As for the idea that Dudo himself did not want to use written sources, his stams as
a scholar in the Carolingian intellectual tradition makes such a possibility very unlikely.
One might argue that he needed to tell a better story for his audience than the sources
would allow. According to Searle, Dudo's patrons required him to write a 'heroic' history
consistent with the Norse sagas. However, as Lifshitz and Shopkow observe, b\ Dudo's
time clerics would have been virtually the only readers of his work because it was written
in Latin. Lifshitz points out that after the mid-ninth century, Alcuin's linguistic reforms
made the language of the elite increasingly difficult for the laity to understand."^ This
suggests that the primary audience for Historv of the Normans consisted of other scholars
who would have valued good historical method, not political authorities concerned with,
for example, the legitimacy of the Norman ducal succession. One should note, however,
that Latin works could have been read to a secular audience in the vernacular.
Christiansen counters Searle's argument that Dudo was influenced by a heritage of Norse

"' Christiansen, Histor> of the Normans. 6.
'^ Eleanor Searle, "Fact and Pattern in Heroic History: Dudo of Saint-C^ientin," Viator 15 (1984):
121: Lifshitz, Norman Conquest. 15-17; Shopkow. Histon' and Community 247-8.
:i

epics, saying that "[t]here is not a theme, verse, or episode in this history which is
inconsistent with, if not evidently derivedfrom,the literary culture of Carolingian
Francia, and obedient to the purposes of an author brought up in that tradition."^^
Lifshitz argues that Dudo's purpose in writing was to legitimize the succession of
Richard II to Rollo's duchy in the eyes of bishop Adalbero of Laon. This may be true, but
as Lifshitz points out, bishop Adalbero was a scholar of thefirstorder."^ The bishop, as
well as much of Dudo's scholarly audience, would have known whether any sources
existed which contradicted Dudo's account. In any case, even if Dudo was concerned
with the views of a lay audience, it would not necessitate the fabrication of so much early
Norman history.
Shopkow suggests yet another idea: Dudo was too busy portraymg the dukes as
Christian saviors to let the facts get in the way. However, Bede told the same type of
story—one in which pagans entered a Christian land and were themselves converted to
the service of God. He did so without neglecting the sources or the facts.
It seems that the best explanation for the great difference between the Gesta
Abbatum's use of written sources and that of Historv of the Normans is that sources did
not exist for the story Dudo was asked to write. Any material pertaining to the pre-Viking
period that Dudo would have used was probably destroyed by Vikings, and it is likely
that few if any historical records were kept during the century and a half after the Viking
invasions began. Dudo's work, however, started an important tradition of Norman

^^ Christiansen, History of the Normans, xviii.
2^ Lifshitz, "Dudo's Historical Narrative," 106-7.
" Shopkow, "CaroUngian Worid," 29-30.
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historiography which lasted for a century and a half William of Jumieges edited Dudo's
Historv of the Normans and expanded it to cover later dukes including William the
Conqueror, and these histories were further buih upon by William of Poitiers, Orderic
Vitalis, Robert of Torigni, and Stephen of Rouen. It is notable that William of Jumieges
was himself so skeptical of the early part of Dudo's Historv of the Normans that he
omitted much of itfromhis own edition. Orderic Vitalis, writing in the twelfth century,
was struck by the scarcity of sources in preceding centuries and assumed they had been
lost or destroyed.^*
This conclusion is complemented by the analysis of Norman hagiography in the
following chapter, where the effect of the mitial Viking invasions is examined more
closely.

Addendum
Some historians have refered to yet another historiographical workfromearly
Normandy, the Carmen de Fundatione. Ruina et Restauratione Monasterii Gemmeticensis
(printed in Patrologia Latina as Carmen de Monasterio Gemmeticensi. 138: 393-8). The
Carmen speaks of the foundation, destruction, and restoration of the monastery of
Jumieges. This work would appear highly relevant to the present study because it
concerns Viking destruction of an institution in the region that became Normandy, and it
has been traditionally dated to the mid-tenth century.

^* Elisabeth M. C. Van Houts, ed. and trans., The Gesta Normannorum Ducum of William of
Jumieges. Orderic Vitalis. and Robert of Torieni Vol. 1 (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1992), 1 (fifty);
Shopkow, History and Community. 203.
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However, the Carmen apparently does not date to the mid-tenth century but rather
to some point after Dudo's Historv of the Normans. No medieval manuscript survives for
the poem, but it was printed in the seventeenth century by Arthur du Monstier in Neustria
Pia (263-4). As Van Houts points out, the Carmen seems to refer to Haspres as a former
refuge for Jumieges monks:
Hinc procul aufugiunt monachi: procul abdita Mystae
Hanspreadum deserta petunt, ubi claustra domusque,
Nostri juris erant...
According to a charter dating to 1024, Jumieges exchanged the Haspres priory for one
called Angicourt, so the Carmen must come after that date.^'^
Lifshitz says that the Carmen was written on escutscheons surrounding the
cloister of Jumieges itself. She argues, therefore, that the poem dates to later than the
traditional date because the cloister was built starting in the late eleventh century.
Moreover, Dudo would have noted the Carmen's description of the warrior Hasting's
siege of Jumieges had the poem preceded his Historv of the Normans.^^
One scholar has even maintained that the Carmen dates to the sixteenth century.
The following line appears m the Corrigenda for the 1996 translation of Franz
Brunholzl's Histou-e de la Litterature Latine du Moven Age: "au sujet du Carmen de
monasterio Gemmeticensi, I'auteur est arrive a la conclusion que le poeme ne date pas du
dixieme siecle, mais a sans doute ete redige au seizieme siecle."^ This is far too late if

^ Van Houts, Gesta Normannorum Ducum. xxix; Marie Fauroux, Recueil des Actes. no. 26.
^ Lifshitz, Norman Conquest 125, n. 68.
^' BrunhSlzl, Histoire de la Litterature. Tome 11 De la Fin de rEooque Carolingienne au Milieu du
Xle Si^le. trans. Henri Rochais (Louvain: Institut d'Etudes Medi^vales, 1996).
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Van Houts is correct in saying that William of Jumieges used the Carmen in his Gesta
Normannorum Ducum. completed about the year 1070.
According to Van Houts, William may have used the Carmen as a source in
regard to the etymology of the name 'Jumieges,' and also concerning the flight of the
monastery's monks when the Vikings were threatening. Van Houts herself acknowledges
that the etymology of 'Jumieges' is also found in the Life of Filibertus. so her argument
mainly rests on the latter point: apparently, that William's description of the flight of the
monks of Jumieges is similar to that of the Carmen.^^ She also refers to the Carmen in
connection with William's account of the restoration of the monastery. In Book Three of
the Gesta Normannorum Ducum. William notes that two monks returnedfi-omHaspres to
Jumieges. Says Van Houts, "[The tradition] given here, seems to derive entirely fi^om
Jumieges; the earliest source is the Carmen dejundatione, where it is explicitly stated
that the monks of Jumieges had fledfi-omthe Vikings to Haspres... ."^^ Van Houts'
reasoning appears to be confused. Could not William have used the 1024 charter Van
Houts refers to, which says that Jumieges' monks left the priory at Haspres for another
site? Is this not the earliest source concerning the presence of Jumieges' monks at
Haspres?
The central question is whether the Carmen de fundatione dates to after Dudo's
Historv of the Normans, and on this matter Van Houts appears to be correct—^the poem
probably comes after 1024 because a charter of that date says that the monks left Haspres
and the poem also records this fact. However, Van Houts' arguments that William of

^^ Van Houts, Gesta Normannorum Ducum. xxix. 19, n. 6, 8.
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Jumieges used the Carmen as a source seem flimsy and, therefore, Brunholzl may be
correct that the poem was written in the sixteenth century not long before its first
publication in Neustria Pia. Lifshitz' observations about the construction of the cloister
may also reenforce this conclusion.

^^ Van Houts, Gesta Normaimorum Ducum, 85, and n. 4.
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CHAPTER III
NORMAN HAGIOGRAPHY

The saints' lives reviewed in this chapter were written both before and after the
period of the most intense Viking invasions of Normandy, and they were all completed
well before Dudo began writing his Historv of the Normans. They therefore rev eal the
initial Viking effect on historical writing more precisely than do the narrativ e historical
worics discussed above. When examining Norman hagiography, it is possible to compare
the objective historical value of the writings just before the main Viking invasions with
those just after. The purpose of this chapter is to show that the historiographical shift
resultedfi-omthe physical destruction of historical records in Normandy.

St. Wandregisilus
Hagiographical material for the pre-Viking period comesfromthe monastery of
Saint-Wandrille. Located on the lower Seine River, the monastery was founded about the
year 649 by an Austrasian nobleman named Wandregisilus (c.600-c.668). Wandregisilus
had left the court of king Dagobert to begin a spiritual quest. After archbishop Audoenus
of Rouen helped him found the monastery, it grew to become an important center of
hagiographical production.'
One saint's life written just before the most mtense Viking invasions is the second
Life of Wandregisilus. A monk of the monastery used written sources to write this Life
' John Howe, "Sources hagiographiques de la Gaule (SHG): The Hagiography of Saint-Wandrille
(Fontenelle) (Province of Haute-Normandie)." to appear in L'hagiographie du haut moven age en Gaule du
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around the late 830s. The author described Wandregisilus as a nobleman of Carolingian
ancestry who married a noble girl due to his parents' urging. However, he chose to leave
his wife and king Dagobert's court to pursue the religious life. An angel appeared to him
and told him to go to the monastery of Bobbio in Italy, so he made the trip over the Alps
and also went on to Rome. He next traveled to the monastery of Romainmotier in
Burgundy where he stayed for ten years, and he was later ordained by bishops Audoenus
of Rouen and Audomarus of Therouanne. The vita continues with Wandregisilus'
founding of his monastery in the year 649. It soon had three hundred monks. The saint is
said to have been ninety-six years old when he died in the presence of bishop Audoenus,
and there is a description of the translation of his body.
The most important source for the second Life was the first Life of Wandregisilus.
a workfromnear the end of the seventh century. The first Life was also probably written
by a monk of the monastery. It is an excellent source because the author wrote it no more
than a generation after the saint's death and he claimed to have been an eyewitoess to the
events he narrated.^ The second Life follows thefirstLife rather closely, but it adds some
material such as Wandregisilus' trip to Rome after he visited Bobbio and the 'ten years'
that he stayed at Romammotier.^
Another main source for the second Life of Wandregisilus was the Gesta
Abbatum Fontanellensium. The first chapter of the Gesta Abbatum is on Wandregisilus,
Nord: Manuscrits et textes. ed. Martin Heinzelmaim, Beihefte der Francia, Sigmaringen: Jan Thorbecke
Veriag, 1999.
' Howe. "Hagiography of Saint-Wandrille": Vita Prima Wandregisili. 1: Lifshitz argues that the
author of the first Life of Wandregisilus wasfix)mRomainmotier in Burgimdy—The Norman Conquest of
Pious Neustria: Historiographic Discourse and Saintly Relics. 684-1090 (Toronto: Pontifical Institute of
Mediaeval Smdies. 1995). 221.
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and the author of the second Life used this chapter extensively for information on such
things as the samt's Carolingian ancestry. The author seems to have written primarily in
order to include this information. The Gesta Abbatum says, for example, that
Wandregisilus was the grandson of Pepin, duke of the Franks, and the second Life of
Wandregisilus repeats this claim.'* The second Life also takesfromthe Gesta Abbattim
the three hundred monks who jomed Wandregisilus at his monastery, and probably the
translation of the saint's body,^
Additional sources for the second Life of Wandregisilus are the lives of other
saintsfromthe monastery of Saint-Wandrille, such as the Life of Lantbertus which states
that Wandregisilus was ninety-six years old at his death.^ In fact, there is plenty of
internal evidencefromthe second Life of Wandregisilus which shows that its author was
part of a wider textual commimity. Toward the end of the Life, in a deathbed prophecy,
the saint names his successors and other holy men whose deeds will be told in writing:
Nevertheless in your presence are two of my brilliant sons, who in turn will
succeed to the position of authority after the departure of myfi^ihiess.For indeed
there was one, named Lantbertus, a man of distinguished religion and parentage,
from the territory of Therouanne, who had received after blessed Genesius the
episcopacy of the church of Lyon; another man of the Lord, Ansbertus, had
succeeded blessed Audoenus in the episcopacy of the church of Rouen. A book,
which is written for their deeds, flowingly tells of their life and virtues. These
successors came forth in the order of rule predicted by the holy man.
Under the reign of these most holy fathers, to the shining castle of Christ
devoutly assembled blessed Vulfi^amnus, bishop of Sens and preacher to the
Frisian people; the man of God, beloved Erembertus, bishop of the city of
^ Vita Secunda Wandregisili. 10,11.
* Howe, "Hagiography of Saint-Wandrille"; Gesta Abbatum Fontanellensium. 1.2; Vita Secunda
Wandregisili. 1.
^ Howe, "Hagiography of Saint-Wandrille"; Gesta Abbatum. 6.1; Vita Secunda Wandregisili. 15.
^ Howe, "Hagiography of Saint-Wandrille."
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Toulouse; and the holy hermit and priest Condedus,fromthe island of Britain,
havmg embraced the monastic habit. In the same place their relics are also served
with the honor due. In that place also their glory and virtue shine out, just as is
written plentifully in their deeds.^
Each of the lives of these five saints, Lantbertus, Ansbertus, Vulframnus, Erembertus, and
Condedus, survives and is known to modem historians. The earliest, that of Lantberms,
was written in the late eighth century.^
The second Life of Wandregisilus also refers to writings on two other saints:
Childemarcha and Waltfiidus. St. Childemarcha, fu-st abbess of the nunnery of Fecamp,
was once commemorated in a vita and perhaps even a libellus ('small book'). The author
speaks specifically about the writmgs on Waltfridus, "whose acts and life are written in
the deeds which, if anyone would want to know, they may easilyfind"{'cujus actus et
vitam in gestis de eo scriptis, si qui noscere velint, facile reperienf). They are no longer
easy to find, however. The lives of both of these two saints are now lost.^ The one-time
existence of all these saints' lives is evidence of a veritable explosion of hagiographical
writing around the early ninth century.

Miracles
The second Life of Wandregisilus also contains a short collection of miracles at
the end, designated the Mkacula Priora. This miracle collection was written at about the

^ Vita Secunda Wandregisih. 25-26.
* Vita Lantberti. DHL 4675; Vita Ansberti. BHL 520; Vita Vulfi^amni. BHL 8738; Vita Eremberti.
BHL 2587; Vita Condedi. BHL 1907. Some of these lives were reworkedfi-omoriginals of the
Merovingian period. See Howe, "Hagiography of Saint-Wandrille," on the date of the Life of Lantbertus.
" Vita Secunda Wandregisili. 17, 5; Howe, "Hagiography of Saint-Wandrille."
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same time as the second Life (by about 840), and its latest datable events occurred during
the reign of Charlemagne (768-814). One of these events was the mission of abbot
Gervoldus to England around the year 800. Another was the safe return of a hostage
captured during one of Charlemagne's Saxon wars (772-804), which the author said had
been recounted by a survivor of the event. ^°
There is another set of miracles associated with the second Life, called the
Miracula Posteriora. which was written several decades later, between about 867 and the
early tenth century. At the beginning of this collection the author actually addressed the
Viking invasions for the first time in the Saint-Wandrille material, saying that "severe
plagues of Danish pu^tes" {'gravissima Danorum piratarum lues') ravaged the area of
the Seine River, sending the relics of Wandregisilus and Ansbertus into exile in 858.
They went northeastward to the town of Bloville (near Boulogne) on the edge of
Flanders.^*
The saint's remains immediately produced muscles. After the relics' presence
healed a woman of an acute fever, the monks moved them southward to the basilica of
Samt-Pierre near Quentovic (present-day Etaples). There they caused many muscles,
especially for women. When the monks moved them to the basilica of Saint-Quentin near
Boulogne, they were responsible for still more wonders. For example, a paralyzed
womanfromthe town of Heringen was healed when she visited the relics at the basilica.
A demon-possessed gu-1fromWalchone received an exorcism when her parents brought
her to the church, and a mad womanfromthe town of Laom m the territory of Suevus

'° Howe, "Hagiography of Saint-Wandrille"; Miracula Wandregisili. 7,4-5.
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was likewise healed. A mute and deaf young manfromthe town of Flammis was
delivered to health, and a womanfromthe town of Turbodinghem, a property of SaintWandrille near Walbodegem, was cured of a paralyzed hand.'^
The miracles continue in the text of the Miracula Posteriora. with the exact placenames consistently pomted out. Then there is a sudden leap to the year 866 and back to
the basilica of Saint-Pierre, where the mu-acles persisted through the year 868. Once
agam, the author included the specific geographic locations associated with the persons
healed. ^^
When the next major leap occurs, there is yet a thu-d mu-acle collection, called the
Miracula Posteriora ad Camotem Urbem. Writing between 887 and the early tenth
century, the author announced that m 885 the relics of Wandregisilus and Ansbertus were
brought to Chartres to a suburban church but, because of "fear of the pagans" {'metu
gentilium'), they were moved inside the city walls. He then briefly tells of six miracles,
most of which involve demonic activity. The seventh and fmal miracle may be the work
of a different author. The account is much longer than those of the previous six, and
somehow the relics are back at Boulogne along with, for thefirsttime, the relics of St.
Vulfr'amnus. In the seventh miracle the relics cure a woman of a serious disease,
Wandregisilus punishes her for disobedience with a relapse, and she is then cured once
•
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agam.
'' Howe, "Hagiography of Saint-Wandrille"; Miracula Wandregisili. 10.
'^ Miracula Wandregisili. 11, 18-22.
'^ Miracula Wandregisili. 30-43.
'* Miracula Wandregisili. 44-55.
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These miracle collections show that the Saint-Wandrille commimity was
attempting to preserve its tradition after the Viking invasions forced the monksfromtheir
home. The purpose of recording miracula was to increase the power of a saint's cult and
enhance the value of his relics. That the authors would emphasize the exact towns and
regions of the persons healed is not surprising because they stood to benefitfromthe
good will of their inhabitants. Of course, the later miracle collections were written while
the memory of the events recounted was stillfreshm the minds of their authors. Much
disruption of the commimity is evident at this point. The miracle collections are broken
into several pieces by unexplained chronological and geographical lacunae.
The authors of saints' lives after the main period of Viking invasions rarel> used
written sources for their accounts. The saints' lives in the following section date from
after the mid-ninth century and they exhibit a completely different objective historical
value.

St. Hugo
Hagiographical materialfromthe period after the most intense Viking invasions
comesfromthe monastery of Jumieges. St. Filibertus (d.c.685), a student of archbishop
Audoenus of Rouen, had founded Jumieges about the year 654 on the Seine upriverfrom
the monastery of Saint-Wandrille. Jumieges was sacked by the Vikings in 841, which
caused the monks to flee and eventually end up in Haspres around the year 866. The
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monastic community was slow to recover, but it was able to produce several
hagiographical works.^^
The fourth abbot of the monastery of Jumieges was St. Hugo (d.c.732/4). A monk
of the monastery probably wrote the Life of Hugo during the last third of the ninth
century. The author recounted in detail Hugo's education at both the cathedral school of
Saint-Denis and the Palace School. The Life absurdly describes Hugo as the son of
Charlemagne who had an audience with pope Leo (probably Leo III, r.795-816)*^ and
became archbishop of Rouen at afictionalsynod. Hugo faithfiilly administered his
diocese. Eventually, according to this document, he resigned his bishopric and spent the
last nine years of his life as a simple monk at Jumieges. ^^
This account is quite differentfromthe chapter on Hugo in the Gesta Abbatum
Fontanellensium. According to chapter four of the Gesta Abbatum. Hugo was a son of
duke Drogo of Champagne and therefore a grandson of Pepin of Heristal, not a son of
Charlemagne. He became archbishop of Rouen and bishop of Paris and Bayeux. He was
also abbot of both the monastery of Saint-Wandrille and of Jumieges (hence his
appearance in the 'Deeds of the Abbots of Fontenelle'), but never a simple monk.

'* Howe, "Sources hagiographiques de la Gaule (SHG): The Hagiography of Jumieges (Province
of Haute-Normandie)," to appear in L'hagiographie du haut moven age en Gaule du Nord: Manuscrits et
textes. ed. Martin Heinzelmaim. Beihefte der Francia, Sigmaringen: Jan Thorbecke Veriag, 1999.
'^ Joseph Van der Straeten, in "La rie inedite de S. Hughes, eveque de Rouen," Analecta
Bollandiana 87 (1969): 240, says that the author probably meant pope Leo IE, considering Leo 11 was only
pope for one year (682-3) and ihe reign of Leo IV was rather late (847-855), and also considering Leo ID
was a contemporarv' of Charlemagne. Moreover, I might add, Leo III was the more famous because he
crowned Charlemagne emperor.
'^ Howe, "Hagiogr^hy of Jumieges" ; Hugo appears as a simple monk in Vita Hugonis. 29.
" Gesta Ahhatiim 4.1-2.
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The author of Hugo's Life often referred to famous works such as the Bible,
Einhard's Life of Charlemagne, and the writings of Gregory the Great, Ambrose, and
Cicero. He even referred to the more obscure seventh-century B.C. Greek poet Arion.
However, he did not use sources relevant to his subject matter despite the existence of a
chapter on Hugo in the Gesta Abbatum. The mere appearance of Hugo in the Gesta
Abbatum meant he was an abbot of Saint-Wandrille, but the author of Hugo's Life
apparently knew nothing about it. He should have at least known that Hugo was once an
abbot of his own monastery of Jumieges. Moreover, the Life of Hugo contains no
chronology and the only date it cites is erroneous. ^^
It seems that the author may have nevertheless known of a tradition concerning
Hugo which suggested he was the son of Charlemagne. At the beginning of the chapter
on Hugo in the Gesta Abbatum. the author describes him as the nephew of 'Charles'
(Charles Martel, d.741): ''''nepos Karoli sagacissimiprincipis'^ ('nephew of the very keen
leader Charles'). The Latin nepos may also mean simply 'descendant.' The author of the
Life of Hugo might have seen this type of reference and, because he did not know which
'Charles' was meant, assumed it was the more famous Charles the Great. This is
especially likely if the author desu-ed to increase the prestige of Hugo as much as
possible. He would also have been ignorant of the relative chronology of the two men's
lives. As the Gesta Abbatum says, Hugo died in the year 730 (though some scholars think
732 or 734 is more likely), whereas Charlemagne was not bom until 742.

' ' Howe, "Hagiography of Jumieges."
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St. Aichardus
The author of the Life of Hugo probably also wrote the Life of Aichardus. another
hagiographical work of the last third of the ninth century. St. Aichardus (d. c.687) was
the second abbot of the monastery of Jumieges. Accordmg to his Life he was a nobleman
from Poitiers. He entered the religious life when he was fifteen years old, and at the age
of twenty he helped estabUsh a monastery in the Poitou. When Filibertus had to leave the
monastery of Jumieges, he asked Aichardus to become abbot.
The Life of Aichardus contains some bizarre miracles. In one, an angel prevents a
treefromfalling on the monks. In another, the saint hangs a pair of gloves on a sunbeam.
The most shocking event is when half of the nine-hundred monks of the monastery,
called home by the Lord for theh holmess, die in a single night.^° There are several other
incidents, many of them involving demonic activity.
The Life of Aichardus is only slightly more objectively historical than the Life of
Hugo. It refers somewhat vaguel} to the Life of Filibertusfromthe late eighth century, to
the Rule of Benedict and to oral tradition. It also makes the same false claim as the Life
of Hugo that Hugo was a son of Charlemagne."^
The Life of Aichardus was rewritten some time in the mid-tenth century by a
scribe named Fulbertus. Fulbertus elaborated on thefirstLife by describing the saint's
early years in more detail and adding extended speeches. He also increased the emphasis
on demonic activity, blaming the death of half the monks of the monastery on a demon.

^ Vita Aichardi. 43. 49, 56-65.

•' Howe. "Hagiography of Jumieges."
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His only sources were thefirstLife of Aichardus and the Life of Filibertus. Fulbertus'
literary training is evidenced by his ability to expand the narrative using rhetorical
speeches, as well as some references to pseudo-Dionysian themes which may indicate
that he was educated at Saint-Denis.^^

St. Romanus
The final saint's life reviewed in this chapter, that of St. Romanus of Rouen, is the
most fanciful of them all. Apparently an early archbishop of Rouen, Romanus may have
been bom in the mid- to late-sixth century and died some time between about 623 and
653. Fulbertus, who rev^ote the Life of Aichardus. probably also wrote the Life of
Romanus in the mid-tenth century. The two works are similar in their use of speeches and
their emphasis on demonic activity.^^
According to the Life of Romanus. the saint was bom after his parents received
angelic annunciations. Romanus received a thorough education, he entered king Clovis'
court, and later the people of Rouen compelled him to become their archbishop. After a
career of demonfighting,he died and was buried in the church of St. Gildardus.
A large proportion of the Life of Romanus deals with demonic activity. One
incident involves a pagan temple filled with demons. Romanus confronts the leader of
these demons, who tells the bishop that, if the demons are exiledfromtheir dwelling
place, he will "rouse against you a nationfromthe extreme ends of the sea and the

^ Howe. "Hagiography of Jumieges"; the original demon story appears in Vita Aichardi. 56-65,
the enhanced stor} in Vita Aichardi Fulberto. 37.
^ Fehce Lifshitz, "Dossier of Romanus of Rouen," 18-19; Howe. "Hagiography of Jumieges."
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unknown islands, which will compel your people, ejected as wellfromtheir own
dwellings, to seek seats in an outer region, or to serve foreign lords in their own
homes." This is obviously a reference to the Vikings who would invade long after the
time of Romanus, displacing many of the peoplefromthe region that would become
Normandy.
Historians have no evidence of Romanus' existencefrombefore the translation of
his head to Soissons early in the reign of king Charles the Bald (840-877). Likewise, his
oral tradition probably does not go back any farther than the mid-ninth century. Romanus
is believed to have been the predecessor of archbishop Audoenus of Rouen, but only
Audoenus' second Life mentions Romanus and even then he is not a 'saint.'^^
Fulbertus' Life of Romanus is even less objectively historical than his Life of
Aichardus. The author did not refer to or even imitate any written sources whatsoever,
except for the Bible. As the editor of this Life states, "there is not one event, personage or
topographical reference subject to independent verification, because none are mentioned," and again, ".. .the vita Romani is based entirely on oral tradition, folklore and a
good dose of imagination."
Even though his life was based on fantasy, Romanus became an important saint. It
seems that the people of Rouen credited him with having saved theu" cityfromtotal
destruction during the Viking invasions. As a result, he became the patron saint of Rouen,

^^ Lifshitz, "Dossier of Romanus of Rouen," 257-8.
^^ Lifshitz, "Dossier of Romanus of Rouen," 1, 34; Nonnan Conquest 143.
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Lifshitz, "Dossier of Romanus of Rouen," 1-2,154.
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displacing archbishop Audoenus who was the subject of some of the oldest hagiography
from the region of Normandy.

The Hagiographical Shift
As with Norman historiography, the question arises as to why there is such a
dramatic difference between hagiographical worksfrombefore the mid-ninth century and
those after. The same two possibilities are present: either it was a change in historical
method, or sources for the saints' lives were unavailable during the post-Viking period.
Concerning the possibility of a change in historical method, the situation is less
clear for the late-ninth-century lives of saints Hugo and Aichardus because theu- author
(assuming it was the same author) is unknown. Even so, the Life of Hugo itself offers
perhaps the clearest example of the hagiographical shift because it came after the Gesta
Abbatum. Chapter four of the Gesta Abbatum covers Hugo's life, yet the author of the
Life of Hugo seems to have been ignorant of its very existence. He said that Hugo had
become a simple monk at the monastery of Jumieges, but not that he was abbot of both
Jumieges and Saint-Wandrille. He therefore knew less about an abbot of his own house
than did the author of the Gesta Abbatum. The opposing examplefrombefore the midninth century would be the second Life of Wandregisilus, which relies considerably on
chapter one of the Gesta Abbatum and on many other sources including the fu^t Life of
Wandregisilusfromas far back as the late seventh century.

'^ Lifshitz, "Dossier of Romanus of Rouen," 116, 101. 42.
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Historians are reasonably certain of Fulbertus' authorship of the tenth-century
lives of saints Aichardus and Romanus. His identity is not certain, but he appears to have
been a lay scholar, perhaps educated at Saint-Denis, and there is no reason to doubt that
he was trained m the Carolingian intellecmal tradition.^* Fulberms used the late ninthcentury Life of Aichardus in order to write his own version of the saint" s Life, but for his
Life of Romanus he used no sources at all.
As with the Norman histories, the best explanation for the difference that the midninth century makes concerning the use of sources seems to be that sources were
unavailable for authors of the latter period. Viking destruction of historical records is a
likely cause for such a situation.
It should be noted that Felice Lifshitz, who discovered, edited, and translated
Fulbertus' Life of Romanus. has aheady made this very argument. Fulbertus' work is
stylistically related to the Carolingian school, but his narrative on Romanus refers to no
sources concerning the saint or anything else. He must have written during a time when
Rouen's historical records had been decimated.

** Howe, "Hagiography of Jimiieges."
^ Lifshitz, "Dossier of Romanus of Rouen," 153-4.
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CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSION

The region that became Normandy was farfromthe only area of Western Europe
to suffer from foreign invasions in the ninth and tenth centuries. The British Isles, Spain,
Italy, Germany, and the rest of France were all subject to Saracen, Magyar, and Viking
raids. There was a general perception among Europeans that a 'Dark Age' had followed
the enlightened Carolingian era. The destruction of some of the historical records from
the period must have been especially traumatic for Christian cultures which had long
valued the preservation of their story in written form.^
This study has focused on Normandy because, while it is a region that the Vikings
thoroughly conquered, some modem historians have recently minimized the amount of
disruption it experienced. Felice Lifshitz is a case in point. Her argument is hardly
simple, but in The Norman Conquest of Pious Neustria she seems to be saying that the
Viking invasions brought only the threat of a rupture with the past, and that there was
material continuity throughout the period.^ This threat of rupture, however, caused the
new Viking-era hagiographers to break with tradition in order to better justify continued
political patronage of their institutions. For example, in the latest saint's life she
examines, the Life of Romanus. its author justified the Norman regime by portraymg the
invasion and ultimate Christianization of the Vikings as God's plan.

Patrick Geary, Phantoms of Remembrance: Memory and Oblivion at the End of the First
Millennium (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1994), 15.
Felice Lifshitz, The Norman Conquest of Pious Neustria: Historiographic Discourse and Saintlv
Relics. 687-1090 (Toronto: Pontifical Institute of Mediaeval Studies, 1995), 216-7.
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Lifshitz' methodological approach affects her conclusions:
The two principal methodological premises of this smdy are the following: that
narratives describing the activities of saints such as Audoenus and Romanus are
fully historiographical, and that the activities of producing historical narrative, on
the one hand, and of instituting and elaboratmg saints' cults on the other, are
generated by one and the same impulse, an impulse which is fimdamentally
"political."^
If the production of saints' lives was political, as Lifshitz says, then it concerned
contemporary political conditions rather than historiographical tradition. This would
mean that the historiographical shift in these works was ideological rather than sourcebased.
The methodological approach of the present study, however, focuses on the
hagiographical and historiographical works as part of a tradition of scholarship. It
considers both Carolingian scholarship and the hagiographical genre to be literary
traditions which were affected by the Viking invasions. The nature of the resulting
change and its significance for the contmuity debate have been the objects of this study.

Review of the Evidence
As the chapter on Norman historiography has pointed out, there is a general gap
in sources beginning in the mid-nmth century which in itself implies discontinuity.
Before this gap came the Gesta Abbatum Fontanellensium, which commemorated the
abbots of a Western monastery for thefirsttime m a historical account. The author was
fully unmersed m the textual community of the monastery, having feU comfortable citing

Lifshitz, Norman Conquest 13.
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many outside sources such as saints' lives, chronicles, charters, archives and oral
tradition. The Gesta Abbatum refers to the late seventh-century Life of Wandregisilus,
and it uses as a model the Liber Pontificalis. Bede's Ecclesiastical Historv of the English
People and his Lives of the Abbots of Wearmouth and Jarrow. and Paul the Deacon's
Historv of the Lombards and his Historv of the Bishops of Metz. It even names thirty-one
volumes in one of its several lists of books.
The Gesta Abbatum. in turn, was cited by the second Life of Wandregisilus. It is
as if there was ongoing research on this particular saint, and once new material was
discovered a scribe composed another biography with the Gesta Abbatum's information
on Wandregisilus' noble ancestry and the Life of Lantbertus' note on the saint having
been ninety-six years old at his death. This author referred to the literary tradition of the
monastery, citing half a dozen hves of other saints written since the first Life of
Wandregisilus appeared. The picture is clearly one of a scholarly monastic community,
founded in the mid-seventh-century, which has been carrying on a historical tradition for
almost two hundred years and developmg Carolingian ideals of scholarly literature. It
was obviously important to the community to preserve its history in written form.
The picture after the main Viking invasions began is quite different. The Annals
of Samt-Bertm. historians' best chronicle of Carolmgian history for the late ninth century
and an imofficial continuation of the Roval Annals, reveal serious Viking raids beginning
in the year 841:
Meanwhile Danish pirates sailed down the Channel and attacked Rouen,
plundered the town with pillage, fire and sword, slaughtered or took captive the
monks and the rest of the population, and laid waste all the monasteries and other
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places along the banks of the Seine, or else took large payments and left them
thoroughly terrified."*
The Annals tell of further damage to the Normandy area m 845, 851, 856, 857 and 861.
When the Vikings faced any resistance at all, h was often weak and ineffective. The
author described the Viking activity as divine punishment:
The Northmen went back down the Seine to the open sea. Then they devastated
all the costal regions, plundermg and burning. God in his goodness and justice, so
much offended by our sins, had thus worn down the lands and kingdoms of the
Christians.^
It was not long after these raids that the Miracula Posteriora were composed. They
witness to the Saint-Wandrille community's exile toward the Flanders area, away from
the most intense Viking activity. The chronicler of the miracles associated with the relics
of saints Wandregisilus and Ansbertus was careful to record each town of origm for the
persons healed. The community moved the relics several times, and this account is
divided into two parts by a sudden chronological and geographical gap. Another gap
separates itfromthe next set of miracles. The Miracula Posteriora ad Camotem Urbem
appears to be the work of more than one author, and it records further movements of the
relics due to the Viking threat. The Saint-Wandrille community desperately tried to
continue its literary tradition, but it understandably had trouble doing so while in exile.
The Life of Hugo is an excellent example of the state of scholarship and literary
tradition during the Vikmg period. The author, who was in exile with the Jumieges
community in Haspres, seems to have been totally unaware of the existence of material in

Janet L. Nelson, trans. The Annals of St-Bertin: Ninth-Century Histories, vol. 1 (Manchester:
Manchester University Press, 1991), 50.
^ Nelson, Annals of St-Rertin 61 (year 845).
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the Gesta Abbatum. He did not identify Hugo as having been an abbot of his own
monastery or that of Saint-Wandrille, and he wrongly identified Hugo as the son of
Charlemagne. The author referred to well-known works, such as the writings of Einhard,
Gregory the Great, and Cicero, but he knew less about his own subject than did the author
of the Gesta Abbatum only about forty years before. Despite what Lifshitz claims as far
as there being "no evidence of losses" and everything being availablefrombefore the
Viking mvasions for the author of the Life of Hugo, it appears that Viking activities had
made access to (or even knowledge of) the Gesta Abbamm impossible.^ The author had
only a handful of memories and facts to work with. The Life of Aichardus was also
probably written by the author of the Life of Hugo, and it makes the same claim that
Hugo was the son of Charlemagne. This Life uses some sources, such as the Life of
Filibertus. but its author had no original Life or other source on Aichardus himself of
which historians are aware.
The scribe Fulbertus is believed to have written his own version of the Life of
Aichardus. His new version of Aichardus' Life was based closely on thefirstLife which
was less than one hundred years old at the time. However, Fulbertus' Life of Romanus
appears to have been based on nothing but his own imagination. There is nevertheless
one historical eventfromafter the time of Romanus which the Life does address. As the
chapter on hagiography detailed, the leader of the demons tells Romanus that he will
bring agamst the saint's people a foreign nation which will send them into exile along
with the relics of their saints. Romanus responds that the foreign nation of which the

Lifshitz, Norman Conquest 128.
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demon speaks is predestined to become Christian as a resuk. Fulbertus' message,
therefore, is that the coming of the Vikings was God's plan. In another passagefromthe
Life of Romanus. a terrible flood devastates the people's town but the saint's power is
such that he is able to force the waters back into the Seine. Romanus tells the people that
this flood was a foretelling of the foreign nation that will eventually subjugate their
territory with great brutality and he once again says that they will be Christianized as a
result.^
Dudo of Samt-Quentin's Historv of the Normans is somewhat similar on this
pomt. Says the author, after having narrated the effect of early Vikmg raids on Francia:
Lest any reader should shudder at the humiliation of the unhappy misfortunes
of the Franks, we mform him that these befell them 'not for their destruction, but
for their correction,' on account of their accumulated misdeeds. For the Frankish
nation was crushed because it was overflowing with foul indecencies, and
Alstingnus [Hasting] was the punisher.*
Both Fulbertus and Dudo saw the Viking invasions as God's will. Whereas Fulbertus
portrayed the invasions as the way through which the Normans would receive the
Christian faith, Dudo portrayed them as divine punishment for the Frankish people's sins.
Fulbertus' Life of Romanus and Dudo's Historv of the Normans are also similar in that
neither work cites sources relevant to the actual subject matter. Fulbertus refers to
virtually no sources at all, outside of scripture. Dudo, on the other hand, made frequent
classical references, especially to Virgil's Aeneid.

^ Lifshitz, "The Dossier of Romanus of Rouen: The PoUtical Uses of Hagiographical Texts'
(Ph.D. diss., Columbia University, 1989), 257-8, 261-5.
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Results
According to the evidence presented in this smdy, it appears that the Viking
invasions caused considerable literary disruption in Normandy. This conclusion is
supportable because the materialfromthe monastery of Saint-Wandrille evidences an
extensive, intact literary tradition all the way up to the pomt at which the Annals of SaintBertin indicate the mvasions were becoming serious. In fact, much of Saint-Wandrille's
literary production occurred during the early ninth century. Then, just after the Viking
invasions began, the community went into exile and the miracle collections became
disjointed. There is no continuous miracle tradition, nor does hagiography reappear for
the Saint-Wandrille commimity.
Materialfromthe monastery of Jumieges shows a rather detached literary
tradition with little connection to any sourcesfrombefore the invasions. The Life of
Hugo is almost totally unrelated to the Gesta Abbatum. The two lives of Aichardus are
closely related, as they were both written after the main Viking invasions. The Life of
Romanus is a completely detached piece of Uterary fantasy. Moreover, it was probably
written by the same Fulbertus who preferred, in the case of his Life of Aichardus. to
write on a saint who had already been commemorated in a life. Dudo's Historv of the
Normans, finally, is another work totally unconnected to any source on Viking activities
or early Norman history. Its facts are largely invented, while its literary style is
extravagant.

^ Eric Christiansen, Dudo of St Ouentin: Histor> of the Normans (Woodbridge: The Boydell Press,
1998), 22.
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The type of literary disruption evidentfromthese sources involves a lack of
historical documentation rather than an intellectual, methodological change. The
Carolingian mtellecmal tradition is still identifiable after the Viking invasions. Authors
during the Norman period did not invent their own genres or branch off into a new
tradition of fiction. Fulbertus based his Life of Aichardus on the fu^t Life, and his Life of
Romanus reflects, to quote Lifshitz, "the Carolingian school of picturesque literature"
along with authors such as Einhard and the monk of St. Gall. Dudo's Historv of the
Normans is also patterned after Carolingian scholarship. Furthermore, there is no direct
evidence that Norman-era authors were so politically biased as to ignore available
sources for theu- accounts.'
What the Viking-era authors had to work with was the type of historical documentation shortage that one would expect after considerable destruction of the
monasteries and other institutions that housed the documents. The disruption which the
sources point to is material rather than psychological.
The present study began with a review of the varying positions on the question of
continuity. Historians have used a variety of sources to support these positions, includmg
saints' lives, histories, charters, chronicles, and sagas. The position of Eleanor Searle is
the most extreme on the side of discontinuity. However, she focused mainly on charters,
histories, and pomts of Scandinavian culture, and her conclusions involved the continuity
of political structures, so her work is somewhat difficult to compare to the present study.
Leah Shopkow has expressed her opinion in favor of continuity based on the recovery of

' Lifshitz, "Dossier of Romanus of Rouen," 154; Christiansen, Historv of the Normans, xviii.
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some of the monasteries' holdingsfrombefore the Viking invasions, but her work is
ahnost all oriented toward the historiographical tradition begun by Dudo of Saint-Quentin
and his Historv of the Normans, and thus she does not directly address worksfromthe
period before Viking control.
The two main historians whose sources and arguments can best be compared to
the present study are Cassandra Potts and Felice Lifshitz. In the continuity debate. Potts
occupies a moderate position. While she recognizes the evidence for Viking destruction
in Francia, Potts also gives credence to several of the objections to this evidence. For
example, she agrees that Lifshitz may be partially correct to say that some hagiographers
concealed Frankish thefts of relics by blaming those thefts on the Vikings. Potts' view
respects the nature of the evidence itself: "The general confusion of our sources mirrors
the imcertainty of the age, and it seems in some cases that the monks themselves could
not decide whether it was safer at home or abroad."^°
Lifshitz is the most extreme proponent of continuity. In The Norman Conquest of
Pious Neustria, she sees the shift in historical and hagiographical writing as politically
based, unrelated to material losses.
Nevertheless, the bulk of the evidence examined in the present study supports a
conclusion which is the opposite of that of Lifshitz. The historiographical and
hagiographical sources usually show both methodological continuity and rupture in the
use of sources, which strongly suggests a lack of relevant sources for the use of Vikingera authors. On the question of continuity, this study is slightly closer to the discontinuity

'° Cassandra Potts, Monastic Revival and Regional Identity in Early Normandv (Woodbridge: The
BoydeU Press, 1997), 18-19,21.
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position than is Potts, but it is quite distantfromLifshitz' conclusions. Ironically, in her
dissertation on the Life of Romanus. Lifshitz supports the conclusions of the present
study quite explicitly. John Howe has also recently suggested the conclusions of the
present smdy concerning the Saint-Wandrille material in his work on the "Sources hagiographiques de la Gaule." However, neither of these two works combmes the evidence
from histories and commemorations of samts and shows that both literary forms suggest
considerable material destruction in Normandy as a resuh of the Viking invasions.

The Wider Context
The assertion of certain medieval authors that Viking activities "ahnost emptied"
Francia of people is surely an exaggeration. Yet the evidence presented in this study is
one more reason to believe that the Vikings had a profound impact on Western Europe
that was both psychological and physical.
By the mid-ninth century it had been several hundred years since the fall of the
Western Roman Empire. The civilization that Europeans had been building during that
period was still in progress. Germanic cultures became Christianized and they slowly
began to patronize monasteries and writings to commemorate the past. By the time of the
great Carolmgian dynasty, civilization was rapidly reviving, but even then many areas of
the Carolingian Empu-e were still recently-conquered,frontierregions.
The relatively recent monastic mstitutions provided themselves with a foundation
through commemorations of theu* founding saints. Their monastic libraries slowly grew
as they added volumes of not only samts' lives but also the writings of recent figures such
as Bede, and more distant authors such as Gregory the Great and St. Augustine. Having
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these writings rooted them in their Christian heritage and also helped them revive
classical scholarship. A network of scholarly connections developed throughout Europe.
Charlemagne's court began to attract scholarsfromall over, especially the British Isles.
In an attempt to regulate the steady increase in saint's cults, the Carolingian
admmistration m the late eighth and early ninth centuries ruled that no new saints should
be venerated without the permission of a high secular authority or an episcopal synod.
These decrees only served to increase the writing of lives of aheady-recognized samts.
Saints' livesfromMerovingian times were rewritten to conform to Carolingian-quality
Latin.
When the Vikings came they attacked the British Isles fu^t. PoUtical turmoil
among the heu^ to the Carolingian monarchy then attracted them to Francia. Monasteries
and other soft targets were the Vikings' favorites, where golden chalices, jeweled
reliquaries, and other such treasures lay undefended. The Annals of Saint-Bertin often
speak of the burning of monasteries, which was an excellent way for historical writings
on parchment to disappear forever.
The loss of scholarly works must have been a tragedy for the communities that
had written, copied, and collected them. Although they could rely somewhat on oral
tradition, the Vikmgs destroyed far more material than could be remembered. Widespread destruction in certain regions meant that all the copies of regional works were
probably lost. Only classical writings, with many copies in diverse places, survived.
The civilization of Western Europe nevertheless did not slide back into a 'Dark
Age.' Unlike the Roman Empire, Europe did not rely on a central admmistration and thus
it did not all 'fall' at once. The Viking invasions devastated some areas but not all, and
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the cultural achievements of the Carolingian Renaissance were revived at least by the
eleventh century. Historians continued to write, but they nowfrequentlybased their
accoimts on widespread general knowledge of history and preconceived notions of how a
story should unfold rather than on records of actual facts. While the Viking activities
obviously did not end the practice of history, they did affect the way it was written.

Other Possible Approaches
Normandy is only one of the regions which the Vikings conquered m the ninth
century. A useful comparative study might involve the Danelaw region of England. The
Danelaw would appear to be a close parallel with Normandy. Both regions had
experienced a 'renaissance' of scholarly culture, and both were the object of serious
Viking invasion and ultimately settlement. There are nevertheless significant differences.
The Danelaw did not retain functional political independence for long, neither did it
become a military power.
York is a good example of the Carolingian intellectual tradition. An early center
for the revival of scholarship, it produced the scholar Alcuin who in the late eighth
century was summoned to the Carolingian court so that he could contribute to the
intellectual revival going on there. The difficulty with York is that few records survive
for the two centuries between the main Viking invasions and 1066. It might be possible to
compare certain pre-Viking hagiographical traditions, such as that of St. Cuthbert (c.635687) with Viking-era hagiographyfromthe same region. The works of Bede, which have
already been used for purposes of literary parallel in this study, would be a superb
example of pre-Viking scholarship.
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Ireland could serve in another possible comparison smdy. Early the object of
Viking attacks, Ireland, like the Danelaw, shows many similarities to Normandy. Like the
Danelaw region, Ireland was an early center for literary production. The hagiographical
and other works of Adomnan could represent pre-Viking scholarship, and plenty of
saints' lives survive for the later period.
Althoughfragmentarysource materials pose problems in any attempt at smdying
historical discontinuities, it is possible that either of these two regions, the Danelaw or
Ireland, could be studied m comparison to Normandy m order to create a broader picture
of the Viking effect in Western Europe.
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Fig. 1. This timeline indicates the periods during which the principal sources referred to
in the text were written. The Vita Prima Wandregisili, written near the end of the
seventh century, is not shown.
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Fig. 2. Normandy and the surrounding area, showing some of the places mentioned in the
text.
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